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“Gold Medal” Your
presentation at the annual
meeting of The Million Dollar
Round Table in Vancouver
was superb. Thank you. A
well thought-out and equally
well-presented program. Your
commitment truly enhanced
MDRT’s caring and sharing
reality.
Justin J Prast, CAE LLIF
Chief Executive Officer, MDRT
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Bio

Speaking Topics
What do you do with your 86,400 Seconds
per Day?
Do you ever get to the end of the day and think “What did I
get done?.” Your many tasks lists are out of control and
buried in your e-mail are many requests for action that you
have not gotten to. You find yourself reacting to visitors,
phone calls, and immediate needs but rarely gain a sense of
completion.

Ann’s passion is to help you Transform your Business into
Action by providing a safe space to look inside yourself
and set a path to success and productivity.
Ann demonstrates an honest, open and compassionate
coaching and training style combined with a great sense of
humor and many excellent alternatives for your
challenges.

MInd your own Business

“With over 35 years of business experience in the retail,
corporate and small business worlds, as a Human
Resources and Administration Professional, and as
President of Productive to the Max Ltd. for the past 20
years. I have coached, trained, presented and spoken to
thousands of people including small business owners,
high-level corporate executives and CEO’s, creating a
path for them to become more productive, efficient,
successful and happy.”

Is your organization achieving it’s goals? Does it even have
goals! Do you have workflow and information management
systems and practices that save time, space and energy? Are
you maximizing the deployment
of time and resources?

Your audiences will leave with solid information, practical
how- to’s and skills and techniques that can be put directly
to use. Personal and professional lives will benefit from
her wise counsel, ability to instill confidence and realistic
approach.

This presentation will help you make lasting and productive
changes to your culture. You will increase efficiency, reduce
stress, gain control and make positive changes to the bottom
line.

We have many more topics to offer you.
We customize all our presentations to your
needs.
Take advantage of our creativity and experience

This presentation takes you through the 5 steps to
productivity that show you how to apply specific principles.
It offers in-depth tips and tools that result in a great sense of
accomplishment and control over your time.
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